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Town of Hamburg 

Planning Board Meeting 

October 7, 2020 

Minutes 

The Town of Hamburg Planning Board met for a Work Session at 6:30 P.M., followed by a 

Regular Meeting at 7:00 P.M. on Wednesday, October 7, 2020 in Room 7B of Hamburg 

Town Hall and via Webex. Those attending via Webex included Dennis Chapman and Kait-

lin McCormick.  Chairman William Clark, Vice-Chairman Doug Schawel, Al Monaco, Robert 

Mahoney and Meghan Comerford attended in person. 

Others in attendance included Town Planners Sarah desJardins and Andrew Reilly, as well 

as Town Engineer Camie Jarrell and Planning Board Attorney Jennifer Puglisi. 

 

WORK SESSION 

Boston State Holdings Co., LLC - Requesting Planning Board approval of a revised SIte 
Plan for the Cedar Valley Apartments to be located north of East Pleasant Avenue, west 
of the Thruway.  Original Site Plan was approved on July 15, 2015. 

Rob Pidanick from Nussbaumer & Clarke, representing the applicant, stated that the previously 
approved Site Plan was more intensive regarding building coverage, parking lots and garages 
than the layout currently being presented.  He noted that Cedar Valley Apartments is part of the 
Pleasant Development single family home development that was approved by the Planning 
Board in 2013.  He stated that the apartment complex has not gone forward because it needed 
to have an off site sanitary sewer easement approved. 

Mr. Pidanick stated that the revised apartment project has a great deal more green space. 

Mr. Tom Cujawa from Snyder Architectural Services stated that he looked at the approved lay-
out for the apartment complex and felt that there was too much parking proposed and not 
enough green space.  He stated that the revised layout includes more green space, pathways, 
walkways, playgrounds and landscaping.  He noted that the green space is surrounded by the 
buildings and there would be four (4) different building types.  He stated that parking has been 
significantly reduced on the site by adding an internal garage for each unit.   

Jeff Russo, applicant, stated that many of the apartment projects in Hamburg have very similar 
units with conventional parking areas.  He noted that the project would include a one mile jog-
ging path, a lap pool and a fitness facility inside a community building.  He noted that every unit 
would have its own garage with another parking space outside and there would be a private 
drive all the way around the complex.   

Mr. Russo stated that he is trying to develop a sense of community and get people to spend 
time together.  He further stated that the plan is to have the units fit in with the Pleasant Devel-
opment homes that are being built nearby. 

It was determined that the new plan has the same number of proposed units (144) as the previ-
ously approved project. 

It was determined that the units would be for rent and the buildings would not be any taller than 
the buildings on the previously plan. 
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Attorney Sean Hopkins, representing the applicant, stated that a Negative Declaration under 
SEQR was issued by the Planning Board in 2013 for the single family home development and 
the apartment project, so an additional SEQR determination would not be needed. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the applicant is confident that there would not be a need for the 
number of parking spaces provided on the previously approved plan. 

In response to a question from Mrs. Comerford, Attorney Hopkins stated that every unit would 
have a garage plus an outside parking space, and there would be additional parking spaces 
throughout the complex. 

Mr. Pidanick stated that there would be no storm water detention on this site because it was de-
signed to be taken care of in conjunction with the Pleasant Development subdivision. 

Ms. McCormick stated that she is concerned that the three-bedroom units would not be provid-
ed with three (3) parking spaces.   

Chairman Clark stated that if someone rented a three-bedroom unit, he or she would know that 
only two (2) dedicated parking spaces would be guaranteed.  He noted that he would not be in 
favor of removing green space to add more parking spaces. 

Engineering Department comments have been filed by the Engineering Department. 

 

DATO Development, LLC - Requesting rezoning of 5502 Southwestern Boulevard and 
portions of 5486 and 5472 Southwestern Boulevard from C-1 to PUD 

Attorney Sean Hopkins, representing the applicant, stated that the rezoning is being requested 
in order to accommodate a multi-family project on approximately 16 acres of the existing 
Planned Unit Development (PUD) known as the Brierwood Village Estates PUD.  He noted that 
these parcels to be rezoned would be included in the 16-acre project. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the project involves 182 units with a mixture of buildings, a club-
house and a pool.   

Attorney Hopkins stated that this will require a Coordinated SEQR Review and he will file Part 
One of the Full Environmental Assessment Form to the Planning Department to commence that 
review.  He further stated that SRF Associates has been retained to prepare a traffic impact 
study.  He noted that this is an Unlisted Action under SEQR and there are no wetlands, archeo-
logical resources or significant vegetation on the site. 

It was determined that the existing driveway onto Southwestern Boulevard would serve as the 
entrance to the new apartment development. 

Chairman Clark stated that Board members would need information regarding the original PUD 
and what it looked like in order to formulate a recommendation to the Town Board.  Mr. Reilly 
stated that he will provide drawings from the original PUD and amendments to it over the years. 

It was determined that the portions of 5486 and 5472 Southwestern Boulevard that are not pro-
posed for rezoning are already zoned PUD. 

It was determined that the request will be placed on the Board’s November 18, 2020 agenda. 

 

Glenn Wetzl - Requesting rezoning of vacant land located on the south side of Big Tree 
Road, east of 4255 McKinley Parkway from C-1 to R-3 
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Attorney Sean Hopkins, representing the applicant, stated that the two (2) parcels the applicant 
plans to purchase total approximately 42 acres in size.  He stated that the applicant will be pro-
posing 18 single family home sites via a public roadway connection from Wilson Drive and 110 
single story units for lease. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the applicant feels that single story units are needed in this part of 
Hamburg.  He further stated that a wetland delineation was performed in June 2020 that found a 
relatively large federal wetland measuring 7.52 acres.  He noted that the layout proposed would 
only impact 0.30 acres and the rest of the wetlands would be permanent open space. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the applicant is showing the Planning Board his plans for the sub-
division even though the property is already properly zoned because he is required to pursuant 

to SEQR and because he is aware that the Wilson Drive residents’ first question upon learning 

about the proposed rezoning will be what is planned for the southern portion of the site. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the proposal is a downzoning from C-1 to R-3, and this property 
has been for sale for more than a decade.  He noted that he believes that it is highly unlikely 
that the site will ever be used commercially. 

Ms. McCormick indicated that she is concerned with the large amount of wetlands on some of 
the proposed home lots. 

Chairman Clark stated that Ms. McCormick’s concerns would be discussed during the subdivi-

sion review. 

Mr. Reilly stated that the Town Board’s SEQR review will include both the proposed apartment 

development and the single family home project. 

Ms. McCormick stated that her broader concern is that there could be incremental encroach-
ment on the wetland areas by the homeowners. 

Chairman Clark stated that the applicant should indicate how the wetland areas would be identi-
fied so that they are not impacted by the homeowners. 

 

REGULAR MEETING 

The Broadway Group, LLC – Requesting Site Plan Approval of a new Dollar General store 
to be located at 6505 Southwestern Boulevard 

Tara Mathias from the Broadway Group, representing the applicant, stated that the pro-

posed setback from the adjacent residential property to the south has been increased to 20 

feet by shifting the parking area further north.  She further stated that the home on that adja-

cent property is approximately 100 feet from the shared property line. 

Ms. Mathias stated that additional information regarding the architectural design of the build-

ing was submitted to Board members, and she was looking forward to receiving input on 

that. 

Ms. Mathias stated that she was informed that the Traffic Safety Advisory Board (TSAB) in-

dicated that locating the driveway on Heltz Road would be a safer option than locating it on 

Southwestern Boulevard.  She noted that she contacted the New York State Department of 

Transportation (NYSDOT) and was again told that locating the driveway on the side road is 

preferred. 
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Ms. Mathias stated that she was asked to see if the driveway can be shifted to the north so 

that it is not opposite a residential driveway.  She noted that the site has constraints in that 

the storm water management area must be located in the lowest section of the site and the 

septic system is located on the north side of the property.  She stated that the building was 

able to be shifted slightly to the north and therefore the driveway was, as well. 

Ms. Mathias stated that the Erie County Highway Department has indicated that it would like 

as much distance as possible provided between the intersection of Heltz Road and South-

western Boulevard and the driveway. 

Chairman Clark stated that he is pleased that the applicant was able to move the building 

further away from the adjacent property and noted that additional landscaping could be 

placed there.  He stated that Lakeview has a very residential character, and a slanted roof 

would make the building fit into the character of the neighborhood better than the renderings 

thus far proposed by the applicant. 

Chairman Clark stated that the fact that there would no leaves on the trees in December and 

it gets darker earlier must be taken into account when looking at how the proposed driveway 

location would affect the residence directly across from it.  He further noted that the store 

might be busier in December.   

Ms. McCormick stated that the angle of headlights coming out of the driveway would be 

lower than the canopy on the trees across the street.   

In response to a question from Chairman Clark, Ms. Mathias stated that the store would 

close at 10:00 P.M. 

Mr. Lindsay Dunne, member of the TSAB, stated that NYSDOT will not allow any new curb 

cuts on Southwestern Boulevard.  Chairman Clark responded that there is a process by 

which the Planning Board can appeal that decision. 

Chairman Clark stated that he does not think that the Planning Board would appeal the 

NYSDOT’s decision regarding access to Southwestern Boulevard unless the TSAB indi-

cates that if access is granted to Southwestern Boulevard, that would be the safer option. 

Mr. Dunne stated that he does not think the situation would be safer with access to South-

western Boulevard versus Heltz Road because of how fast vehicles in that area tend to be 

traveling. 

Chairman Clark asked Mr. Dunne why he feels access to Heltz Road would be safer than 

Southwestern Boulevard.  Mr. Dunne stated that it would be dangerous for vehicles trying to 

make turns onto Southwestern Boulevard, which is a high speed road. 

Mr. Mahoney stated that his concern with a driveway to Southwestern Boulevard is that this 

traffic might clash with the traffic coming from White Oak Way onto Southwestern Boulevard.   

Mr. Dunne suggested asking the NYSDOT to widen the shoulder and change the drainage 

ditch to make a dedicated turn lane on Southwestern Boulevard. 
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In response to a question from Chairman Clark, Mr. Dunne stated that he believes the TSAB 

would support the Planning Board if it appeals to the NYSDOT to review the intersection of 

Heltz Road and Southwestern Boulevard. 

Ms. Mathias stated that she did speak with Erie County Department of Health officials, who 

have indicated that the type of septic system proposed is a mound system and the applicant 

has its approval to pursue that type of septic system.   She agreed to provide correspond-

ence to that effect from the Department of Health. 

Ms. Mathias was informed that parking must be set back at least 35 feet from the property 

line, rather than from the edge of pavement. 

Mr. Dunne stated that the TSAB is concerned about turning radii for the delivery trucks. 

Ms. Mathias agreed to provide trucks paths for the Board at its next meeting.   

Ms. Mathias stated that moving the location of the driveway to Southwestern Boulevard 

would completely change the layout of the site.  

Ms. desJardins agreed to find out if there is a weight limit on Heltz Road. 

Ms. McCormick stated that she would like to see additional landscaping proposed on the 

site and particularly at the driveway location on Heltz Road. 

Ms. Mathias stated that the building can give the appearance of a peaked roof to better fit 

with the surrounding residential area.  She asked if the Board has a preference on building 

materials. 

Chairman Clark stated that he prefers color blocking with awnings. 

Mrs. Comerford stated that the color blocking looks very commercial, although she likes the 

idea of awnings.  She stated that she prefers neutral tones. 

Ms. McCormick stated that brown-gray colors give the building an industrial/institutional feel. 

In response to a question from Mr. Mahoney, Ms. Mathias stated that she will ask the project 

engineer to designate a location on the site for snow storage. 

Mrs. Comerford advised Ms. Mathias to make sure the project engineer is aware of the po-

tential of snow being blown around by high winds. 

Ms. McCormick stated that the applicant should consider adding fencing along with land-

scaping along the property line shared with the residential home. 

Chairman Clark made a motion, seconded by Mr. Mahoney, to table this project.  Carried. 

Engineering Department comments have been filed with the Planning Department. 

 

Randy Schmitz – Requesting Sketch Plan Direction on a proposal to construct a new 

car wash facility at 5809 Camp Road 

Attorney Sean Hopkins, representing the applicant, stated that per the Special Use Permit 

requirements in the Town Code, the proposed building has been moved so that it is at least 

200 feet away from the nearest residential structure.  He noted that this would be a laser car 
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wash.  He further stated that the building has been changed so that only one (1) vehicle can 

be serviced at any time, which reduces the capacity of the car wash and how many vehicles 

can be serviced at any given time. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that the existing curb cut on Camp Road would be used for egress. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that per the SEQR regulations, because this is a proposed building 

of under 4,000 sq.ft., is non-residential and does not involve a request for a zoning change, 

use variance or radio communication or microwave transmission facilities, it is a Type II Ac-

tion under SEQR. 

Chris Wood, project engineer, stated that a fence and landscaping are proposed along the 

eastern property line. 

Mrs. desJardins stated that she attended a Hamburg Village Trustees meeting on October 

5, 2020 and presented this project and rendering to the trustees.  She stated that there were 

no negative comments and an email should be forthcoming from the Village Administrator to 

that effect. 

Chairman Clark asked Attorney Hopkins to review the Village of Hamburg architectural 

standards and indicate to the Planning Board how the proposed rendering of the building is 

consistent with them. 

Attorney Hopkins stated that he spoke with SRF Associates and will have traffic information 

for the Board at a subsequent meeting. 

Attorney Hopkins agreed to submit a Short Environmental Assessment Form. 

Chairman Clark made a motion, seconded by Mr. Schawel, to table this project. 

Engineering Department comments have been filed with the Planning Department. 

  

David Manko – Requesting Planning Board review of a proposed cluster subdivision to 
be located on the west side of Parker Road 

Chairman Clark asked Board members if the Planning Board should ask the Town Board if it 
would consider taking the proposed open space for recreation with the improvements the devel-
oper is willing to put on it.  He noted that the Planning Board cannot ask the developer to pro-

vide the green space, install improvements on it, have a Homeowners’ Association own and 

maintain it and also provide public access. 

Mr. Reilly stated that the Recreation Department head has indicated that the Town does not 
need active recreation in this area. 

Chairman Clark stated that there a lot of recreational areas in the Town that small numbers of 
people can enjoy and the rest of the Town cannot.  He stated that he does not know if this is the 
right way to develop a town.  He noted that if the cluster subdivision is allowed, there would be a 
recreational area that the residents of the new subdivision can use, but the homeowners adja-
cent to it would not be able to use it.  He stated that if the cluster subdivision is allowed because 
it benefits the Town, the feature that makes the cluster unique should benefit more than the 60 
people who purchase homes in the subdivision. 

Mr. Chapman stated that the Town should not own and maintain another park. 
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Ms. McCormick stated that many people would have to drive to this area to utilize it.  She stated 

that she shares Mr. Chapman’s concern about maintenance and noted that there may not be a 

benefit to the Town relative to what is being provided. 

Mrs. Comerford stated that she does not want the Town to take on a burden of something that 
she does not feel is immensely useful to the entire Town. 

Mr. Monaco stated that there is a liability factor to asking the Town to take ownership of the 
open space. 

In response to a question from Chairman Clark, Mr. Wood stated that in order to reach the 51% 
green space, seven (7) lots were eliminated.  He noted that a landscaped berm was added be-
hind the homes on Parker Road. 

Chairman Clark noted that the revised cluster layout provides a landscaped berm behind every 
existing home on Parker Road. 

Mrs. Comerford noted that if a regular subdivision is built, the lots would be larger than the clus-
ter subdivision lots. 

Mr. Wood stated that in general the homes would be the same size whether the subdivision is a 
cluster subdivision or a regular R-1 subdivision. 

It was determined that the reduced cost of the roadway if a cluster subdivision is allowed cannot 
be used to determine that the use of cluster is a benefit to the Town.  

Mr. Reilly reminded the Board that in order to authorize the use of cluster, it must be shown that 
important or sensitive lands are being protected from development.   

Mr. Wood stated that he could move the proposed lots along Parker Road to the interior of the 
subdivision. 

Ms. McCormick stated that the size of the lots provides character to a subdivision, and she as-
sumes that property values on small vs larger lots may not be the same.  She stated that there 
is not an easy justification that is not subjective between the cluster layout and the regular R-1 
layout, and she believes there are people who prefer the larger lots and the community charac-
ter achieved from the spacing of the homes. 

Mr. Wood noted that the minimum road frontage proposed in the cluster layout is 75 feet. 

Mr. Monaco stated that he has no opposition to the cluster layout. 

Mr. Schawel stated that he prefers the regular R-1 subdivision layout because of the size of the 
lots. 

Mr. Mahoney stated that the open space is a good thing and he would probably prefer the clus-
ter layout. 

Mrs. Comerford stated that she is wrestling with the issue of the open space and whether it 
would benefit the entire Town.  

Attorney Puglisi stated that New York State Town Law does not require that open space benefit 
the entire Town, but rather it should promote community growth of that area. 

Ms. McCormick stated that she prefers the regular R-1 subdivision layout because she believes 
there are advantages to the larger lot sizes. 

Mr. Chapman stated that he prefers the regular R-1 subdivision layout because of the larger lot 
sizes.   
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Chairman Clark stated that he generally prefers cluster subdivisions better in most of the loca-
tions they have been proposed in Hamburg because the existing residents get green space 
near where they currently live.  He stated that what he does not like with the cluster subdivisions 
is that he does not think they develop a sense of community but rather they create clusters of 
areas that are separated from the rest of the community. 

Chairman Clark stated that he prefers this cluster subdivision layout to the regular R-1 cluster 
layout because the homeowners on Parker Road and nearby would get green space adjacent to 
their rear yards.  He noted, however, that this cluster subdivision layout does not preserve im-
portant stands of trees, etc. so it makes the decision more difficult. 

Board members discussed the fact that there is an existing snowmobile trail that runs along the 
western side of this property. 

Mr. Reilly detailed the advantages and disadvantages of the cluster subdivision and the regular 
R-1 subdivision. 

In response to a question from Ms. McCormick, Mr. Manko confirmed that if the use of cluster is 
not approved, he is not willing to leave a strip of land along his western property line to allow the 
existing snowmobile trail to continue being used. 

Ms. McCormick advised Mr. Manko that she was envisioning the strip of land being owned by 
the HOA. 

Board members agreed that they were not ready to make a decision regarding whether the use 
of cluster will be allowed. 

Chairman Clark made a motion, seconded by Mrs. Comerford, to schedule a vote on wheth-

er cluster will be allowed.  Carried. 

Engineering Department comments have been filed with the Planning Department. 

 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

Board members discussed whether they want to be sent emails during the week of a meeting.   

Mr. Schawel stated that he would like to receive information when the Planning Department 

receieves it.  Mr. Monaco agreed. 

Mr. Mahoney stated that he needs more time to review information.  Mrs. Comerford, Mr. 

Chapman and Ms. McCormick agreed. 

Mr. Schawel made a motion, seconded by Mr. Mahoney, to adjourn the meeting.  The meeting 

was adjourned at 9:10 P.M.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Respectfully submitted, 

Kaitlin McCormick, Secretary 

October 17, 2020 


